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NCISCO. — Friday, November 7, 1927

BOAT WRECKAGE WASHES
UP ON PEARL BEACH
—

Chicago Industrialist and Wife Still Missing.
—
by Richard Wright

WOONSOCKET, SUNDAY MARCH 27, 1926

GRAVE ROBBER
STRIKES CEMETERY
—

Pre-Colonial Grave Openned.
—

AUTHORITIES AT A LOSS.
—

by Mitchell Wellburg

WOONSOCKET - The police
SAN FRANCISCO - Pieces of
wreckage, believed to belong to the report few leads concerning the
boat piloted by Chicago industrial- mysterious grave robbing at our
ist Alexander Chandler were found Grace Cemetary last night. The
today near a deserted beach about desecrated grave was located in one
of the oldest parts of the cemetery;
20 miles north of San Francisco.
the pre-revolutionary headstone
This discovery confirms the belief
was so worn that identification of
held by authorities that Chandler
and his wife Pauline are lost at sea. the grave has been deemed
impossible. Due to the fact that
Chandler and his wife were
few burial records from that time
vacationing in the San Francisco
area this week and were apparently remain, the police have been unable
to identify the missing body.
suprised by a sudden storm that
blew up out of the northwest. They
[The Case Papers #1]
were reported missing last night
when their boat failed to return to
the dock.
The wreckage was discovered by
Peter Baird, described as a hermit
who lives in the area of Pearl
Beach.
The death of Alexander
Chandler leaves only his son,
ESDAy, JULY 7, 1892
Edward, as sole heir to the growing
Chandler Enterprises. Memorial
arrangements are still pending.

[The Witch Papers #2]
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[The Fungi Papers #8]

Construction
Resumes
—
by Stanley Carter

SALEM - The Da Chille Construction company has announced that
demolition will continue tomorrow
in the old homes on Lyle Street.
Work had been delayed on the sight
while Professor Hagerty of Boston
University examined an
underground room discovered
beneath the block of homes.
According to construction
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workers the room was decorated
with a mosaic tile that contained
what appeared to be strange
writing.

—

Professor Announces
No Historical Value
—

After spending several days on
the site Professor Hagerty has
pronounced it of no significant
Historical value, allowing demolition to proceed. With construction
now underway again, the block of
new modern apartment buildings
should be completed by late summer
of next year.

